DEVELOPERS NEED INTEGRATED APPLICATION SECURITY TOOLING
EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW

Traditional approaches for application security testing create problems for DevOps. Co-dependent workflows and poor communications support put development and security teams at odds with one another. The resulting inefficiencies slow down delivery cycles while leaving applications riddled with unaddressed vulnerabilities. Security must become a shared, collaborative concern that unites development, operations, and security teams without inhibiting aggressive delivery schedules. In response, organizations need to embrace modern application security that integrates testing with existing DevOps tools.

55% OF SECURITY PROFESSIONALS SAID IT IS DIFFICULT TO GET DEVELOPMENT TEAMS TO PRIORITIZE REMEDIATION OF VULNERABILITIES—EVEN IF IT’S A PERFORMANCE METRIC FOR DEVELOPERS.¹
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APPLICATIONS NEED BETTER COLLABORATION BETWEEN DEVELOPMENT AND SECURITY
The vast majority (79%) of DevOps teams are under increasing pressure to shorten release cycles. But traditional approaches to application security remain a critical problem for developers due to valuable time being spent identifying, analyzing, and remediating vulnerabilities. Organizations pay a heavy price for lack of workflow orchestration across development, operations, and security—and this lack of coordination impacts delivery dates. Two-thirds (67%) of enterprise IT leaders say the lack of application workflow orchestration leads to services not being completed in time for the business.

Developers are not empowered to incorporate security needs at the pace of business because they usually get security feedback outside their own workflow and completely out of context. When an application security analyst sends a code vulnerability back for remediation, the developer must stop working on their current project and go back to the previous code to troubleshoot—a problem known as “context switching.” Security becomes a disruptive sub-loop that halts forward progress and jeopardizes delivery schedules. Security and development teams work at cross purposes rather than toward common shared goals of fast delivery and high-quality code.

As a result of this tension, many companies forego thorough security testing in order to accelerate time to market—which can leave code with vulnerabilities, including those that are serious. More than half (55%) of organizations sometimes skip security scans to meet deadlines. Skipping security processes for speed only pushes remediation downstream in the software development life cycle (SDLC)—where repairs become significantly more expensive. This also exposes customers to cyberattacks. And this is a significant concern with applications remaining a top attack surface for hackers looking to exploit widespread vulnerabilities in critical business systems. The percentage of data breaches tied to application vulnerabilities
Deep, high-quality integration fosters remediation without disrupting DevOps workflows. Organizations can custom configure policies per vulnerability type and send automatic status notifications to track issue status, clarify responsibilities, and facilitate transparent communications across all teams.

Co-dependent and asynchronous workflow processes between developers and security teams create tension and delays. The limitations of de facto security testing procedures obstruct developers from insights that could help them write better, more secure code in the context of it being written. Application security integration with IDE tools (such as Visual Studio) can help developers write code with fewer vulnerabilities by giving them immediate access to remediation guidelines and security recommendations during coding. This obviates the need for cumbersome back-and-forth remediation cycles with security teams later in the SDLC.

Many ticketing systems require manual alert triaging and assigning of task ownership for vulnerability remediation, which is slow and can create cross-team tensions. Lack of automation capabilities makes it difficult to facilitate status awareness and resolution of issues as well. This inhibits rapid notifications and ultimately slows down time to resolution. Application security integration with ticketing systems (e.g., Jira, Azure Boards) can streamline resolution processes by assigning ownership and publicizing resolution status to help motivate remediation. It can also provide proof of remediation to verify a fix has been made. In terms of capabilities, effective integration can:

- Automatically generate tickets, synchronize comments, and push notifications about applications
- Allow multiple vulnerabilities to be sent as a single issue
- Assist with downstream reporting processes for compliance auditing requirements
- Offer the ability to centrally manage and verify issues have been viewed, worked on, and closed (unified management from submission to resolution)

Integrating security with ticketing also offers benefits such as:

- Enable productivity and efficiency by improving communication and transparency in and between teams
- Help prioritize the most critical vulnerabilities
- Enable cross-team/department management and remediation of issues

NEARLY 90% OF DEVELOPERS REPORT THAT THE LARGEST HINDRANCE TO PRODUCTIVITY IS A DISCONNECT BETWEEN DEVELOPMENT AND SECURITY WORKFLOWS.9

doubled over the past year to account for 43% of all reported incidents,6 and 95% of organizations surveyed indicate they experienced at least one successful application exploit in the past year.7

While security is important to developers, it traditionally hasn't been included in their responsibilities. Nearly three-quarters of DevOps teams report being inadequately prepared to deal with application security requirements.8 But this is starting to change as organizations look to embrace more collaborative DevSecOps models for their environments.

---

9 Brandon Vigliarolo, “Developers agree: Application security processes have a negative impact on productivity,” TechRepublic, June 30, 2020.
Deep, high-quality integration fosters remediation without disrupting DevOps workflows. Organizations can custom configure policies per vulnerability type and send automatic status notifications to track issue status, clarify responsibilities, and facilitate transparent communications across all teams.

IDE.

Co-dependent and asynchronous workflow processes between developers and security teams create tension and delays. The limitations of de facto security testing procedures obstruct developers from insights that could help them write better, more secure code in the context of it being written.

Application security integration with IDE tools (such as Visual Studio) can help developers write code with fewer vulnerabilities by giving them immediate access to remediation guidelines and security recommendations during coding. This obviates the need for cumbersome back-and-forth remediation cycles with security teams later in the SDLC.

TICKETING.

Many ticketing systems require manual alert triaging and assigning of task ownership for vulnerability remediation, which is slow and can create cross-team tensions. Lack of automation capabilities makes it difficult to facilitate status awareness and resolution of issues as well. This inhibits rapid notifications and ultimately slows down time to resolution.

Application security integration with ticketing systems (e.g., Jira, Azure Boards) can streamline resolution processes by assigning ownership and publicizing resolution status to help motivate remediation. It can also provide proof of remediation to verify a fix has been made. In terms of capabilities, effective integration can:

- Automatically generate tickets, synchronize comments, and push notifications about applications
- Allow multiple vulnerabilities to be sent as a single issue
- Assist with downstream reporting processes for compliance auditing requirements
- Offer the ability to centrally manage and verify issues have been viewed, worked on, and closed (unified management from submission to resolution)

Integrating security with ticketing also offers benefits such as:
- Enable productivity and efficiency by improving communication and transparency in and between teams
- Help prioritize the most critical vulnerabilities
- Enable cross-team/department management and remediation of issues
Developers need remediation clarity and orchestration in order to make accurate and actionable software fixes. Integrating modern application security with existing tools, workflows, and processes can help streamline and automate vulnerability management while enabling teams to collaborate more effectively and efficiently. These DevOps tools include:

- Integrated development environment (IDE) systems
- Chat tools
- Ticketing systems
- Continuous integration/continuous deployment (CI/CD) tooling
- Security information and event management (SIEM) solutions
- Repositories (e.g., Git services)

Leading companies have started adopting tooling that aligns security and development throughout the development pipeline because integrating security into the software creation and delivery process unlocks rapid remediation capabilities. Developers have more context into how specific vulnerabilities are being pulled into their application when they can relate the vulnerability back to the dependency.

**THE GOAL IS TO MAKE SECURITY PART OF THE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT WORKFLOW, WITH SECURE CODING BEST PRACTICES AND TESTING AUTOMATION, RATHER THAN BOLTING IT ON LATER IN THE CYCLE.**

---

Deep, high-quality integration fosters remediation without disrupting DevOps workflows. Organizations can custom configure policies per vulnerability type and send automatic status notifications to track issue status, clarify responsibilities, and facilitate transparent communications across all teams.

Co-dependent and asynchronous workflow processes between developers and security teams create tension and delays. The limitations of de facto security testing procedures obstruct developers from insights that could help them write better, more secure code in the context of it being written.

Application security integration with IDE tools (such as Visual Studio) can help developers write code with fewer vulnerabilities by giving them immediate access to remediation guidelines and security recommendations during coding. This obviates the need for cumbersome back-and-forth remediation cycles with security teams later in the SDLC.
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Deep, high-quality integration fosters remediation without disrupting DevOps workflows. Organizations can custom configure policies per vulnerability type and send automatic status notifications to track issue status, clarify responsibilities, and facilitate transparent communications across all teams.

**IDE.** Co-dependent and asynchronous workflow processes between developers and security teams create tension and delays. The limitations of de facto security testing procedures obstruct developers from insights that could help them write better, more secure code in the context of it being written. Application security integration with IDE tools (such as Visual Studio) can help developers write code with fewer vulnerabilities by giving them immediate access to remediation guidelines and security recommendations during coding. This obviates the need for cumbersome back-and-forth remediation cycles with security teams later in the SDLC.

**TICKETING.** Many ticketing systems require manual alert triaging and assigning of task ownership for vulnerability remediation, which is slow and can create cross-team tensions. Lack of automation capabilities makes it difficult to facilitate status awareness and resolution of issues as well. This inhibits rapid notifications and ultimately slows down time to resolution.

Application security integration with ticketing systems (e.g., Jira, Azure Boards) can streamline resolution processes by assigning ownership and publicizing resolution status to help motivate remediation. It can also provide proof of remediation to verify a fix has been made. In terms of capabilities, effective integration can:
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• Allow multiple vulnerabilities to be sent as a single issue
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• Offer the ability to centrally manage and verify issues have been viewed, worked on, and closed (unified management from submission to resolution)
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Deep, high-quality integration fosters remediation without disrupting DevOps workflows. Organizations can custom configure policies per vulnerability type and send automatic status notifications to track issue status, clarify responsibilities, and facilitate transparent communications across all teams.

Ideation.
Co-dependent and asynchronous workflow processes between developers and security teams create tension and delays. The limitations of de facto security testing procedures obstruct developers from insights that could help them write better, more secure code in the context of it being written.

Application security integration with IDE tools (such as Visual Studio) can help developers write code with fewer vulnerabilities by giving them immediate access to remediation guidelines and security recommendations during coding. This obviates the need for cumbersome back-and-forth remediation cycles with security teams later in the SDLC.

Ticketing.
Many ticketing systems require manual alert triaging and assigning of task ownership for vulnerability remediation, which is slow and can create cross-team tensions. Lack of automation capabilities makes it difficult to facilitate status awareness and resolution of issues as well. This inhibits rapid notifications and ultimately slows down time to resolution.

Application security integration with ticketing systems (e.g., Jira, Azure Boards) can streamline resolution processes by assigning ownership and publicizing resolution status to help motivate remediation. It can also provide proof of remediation to verify a fix has been made. In terms of capabilities, effective integration can:

• Automatically generate tickets, synchronize comments, and push notifications about applications
• Allow multiple vulnerabilities to be sent as a single issue
• Assist with downstream reporting processes for compliance auditing requirements
• Offer the ability to centrally manage and verify issues have been viewed, worked on, and closed (unified management from submission to resolution)

Integrating security with ticketing also offers benefits such as:

• Enable productivity and efficiency by improving communication and transparency in and between teams
• Help prioritize the most critical vulnerabilities
• Enable cross-team/department management and remediation of issues

IT IS ESSENTIAL IN DEVSECOPS TO COMMUNICATE THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF SECURITY PROCESSES AND PRODUCT OWNERSHIP. ONLY THEN CAN DEVELOPERS AND ENGINEERS BECOME PROCESS OWNERS AND TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THEIR WORK.12

CHAT TOOLS. Tools like Slack and Microsoft Teams help developers communicate and collaborate with other teams in real time—such as sending a notification that a ticket has changed. Application security integration with the existing chat tools can give developers as well as operational and security teams instant access to automatic security updates based on the severity of a vulnerability (as defined by DevOps policies). Chat tools help reduce direct communication tensions between different teams and provide transparency about an application’s vulnerability and remediation status.

When application security is integrated with chat tools, positive business outcomes can include:

- Real-time notification of vulnerabilities and their priority for remediation, as well as build/test cycle completion status
- Reduced lag time for all team members learning about an issue
- Real-time communications that help foster better collaboration across teams
Deep, high-quality integration fosters remediation without disrupting DevOps workflows. Organizations can custom configure policies per vulnerability type and send automatic status notifications to track issue status, clarify responsibilities, and facilitate transparent communications across all teams.

Co-dependent and asynchronous workflow processes between developers and security teams create tension and delays. The limitations of de facto security testing procedures obstruct developers from insights that could help them write better, more secure code in the context of it being written.

Application security integration with IDE tools (such as Visual Studio) can help developers write code with fewer vulnerabilities by giving them immediate access to remediation guidelines and security recommendations during coding. This obviates the need for cumbersome back-and-forth remediation cycles with security teams later in the SDLC.

Many ticketing systems require manual alert triaging and assigning of task ownership for vulnerability remediation, which is slow and can create cross-team tensions. Lack of automation capabilities makes it difficult to facilitate status awareness and resolution of issues as well. This inhibits rapid notifications and ultimately slows down time to resolution.

Application security integration with ticketing systems (e.g., Jira, Azure Boards) can streamline resolution processes by assigning ownership and publicizing resolution status to help motivate remediation. It can also provide proof of remediation to verify a fix has been made. In terms of capabilities, effective integration can:

- Automatically generate tickets, synchronize comments, and push notifications about applications
- Allow multiple vulnerabilities to be sent as a single issue
- Assist with downstream reporting processes for compliance auditing requirements
- Offer the ability to centrally manage and verify issues have been viewed, worked on, and closed (unified management from submission to resolution)

Integrating security with ticketing also offers benefits such as:

- Enable productivity and efficiency by improving communication and transparency in and between teams
- Help prioritize the most critical vulnerabilities
- Enable cross-team/department management and remediation of issues

AUTOMATION AND VERIFICATION
Effective verification and automation accelerates development processes—including teams making sure there are no new issues introduced in a build. Security processes cannot benefit from policy-based automation within DevOps workflows unless they are first integrated with CI/CD tools such as Jenkins and Azure Pipeline.

**CI/CD.** Application security integration with CI/CD incorporates automatic testing (based on predefined policies) within the development pipeline for greater agility. This automation helps teams accelerate cycles while verifying that there are no new critical issues introduced into the build.

**DEVSECOPS IS DEFINED AS AUTOMATING CYBERSECURITY PROCESSES AND CONTROLS VIA INTEGRATION WITH THE CI/CD TOOLCHAIN THAT ORCHESTRATES THE APPLICATION LIFECYCLE.**

**SIEM.** Slow or error-prone manual processes increase the likelihood that a critical issue will end up costing significantly more to repair at a later stage in the SDLC. Application security events and known vulnerabilities can be integrated into operations tools to centralize tracking, collection, analysis, and notification of events.

---

Deep, high-quality integration fosters remediation without disrupting DevOps workflows. Organizations can custom configure policies per vulnerability type and send automatic status notifications to track issue status, clarify responsibilities, and facilitate transparent communications across all teams.

IDE.

Co-dependent and asynchronous workflow processes between developers and security teams create tension and delays. The limitations of de facto security testing procedures obstruct developers from insights that could help them write better, more secure code in the context of it being written.

Application security integration with IDE tools (such as Visual Studio) can help developers write code with fewer vulnerabilities by giving them immediate access to remediation guidelines and security recommendations during coding. This obviates the need for cumbersome back-and-forth remediation cycles with security teams later in the SDLC.

TICKETING.

Many ticketing systems require manual alert triaging and assigning of task ownership for vulnerability remediation, which is slow and can create cross-team tensions. Lack of automation capabilities makes it difficult to facilitate status awareness and resolution of issues as well. This inhibits rapid notifications and ultimately slows down time to resolution.

Application security integration with ticketing systems (e.g., Jira, Azure Boards) can streamline resolution processes by assigning ownership and publicizing resolution status to help motivate remediation. It can also provide proof of remediation to verify a fix has been made. In terms of capabilities, effective integration can:

- Automatically generate tickets, synchronize comments, and push notifications about applications
- Allow multiple vulnerabilities to be sent as a single issue
- Assist with downstream reporting processes for compliance auditing requirements
- Offer the ability to centrally manage and verify issues have been viewed, worked on, and closed (unified management from submission to resolution)

Integrating security with ticketing also offers benefits such as:

- Enable productivity and efficiency by improving communication and transparency in and between teams
- Help prioritize the most critical vulnerabilities
- Enable cross-team/department management and remediation of issues

REALIZING THE DEVSECOPS IDEAL
Integrating application security into DevOps can be a challenge. But the urgency of going to production without proper security testing practices will only lead to a buildup of defects that will cost more in the long run.\textsuperscript{14}

From IDE platforms, to ticketing and ChatOps systems, to the broader CI/CD pipeline, security must be built into the existing workflows without adding additional churn to delivery cycles. Effective security integration with the common tools used by developers and operations teams helps organizations accelerate the process of realizing a true DevSecOps model. As a result, they gain the benefits of greater agility, more secure products in production, and fewer problems later in the SDLC.

\textbf{DEVSECOPS MAKES APPLICATION SECURITY AN INTEGRATED, AUTOMATED PART OF THE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE, WHICH MEANS THAT SECURITY VULNERABILITIES JUST GO INTO THE ISSUE TRACKER LIKE ANYTHING ELSE.}\textsuperscript{15}

Contrast Security is the leader in modernizing application security, embedding code analysis and attack prevention directly into
software. Contrast’s patented deep security instrumentation completely disrupts traditional application security approaches with
integrated, comprehensive security observability that delivers highly accurate assessment and continuous protection of an entire
application portfolio. This eliminates the need for expensive infrastructure workloads and specialized security experts. The Contrast
Application Security Platform accelerates development cycles, improves efficiencies and cost, and enables rapid scale while
protecting applications from known and unknown threats.